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Asics see through swimwear

Cut: Spiral Cut - High Leg, Buttocks Covered, Sports Back (Turn Back) Color: Navy (Dark Blue), 50 Material: ASICS Hydro CD material composition: 70% polyester, 30% polyurethane material features: Asics Hydro CD is a shiny and slightly high quality competitive material, Asics Hydro CD provides a perfect fit due to
the thinness of the material. The fabric is very dense and smooth, which reduces friction with 70% polyester fibers, barely absorbs water and guarantees maximum water performance. The colors are resistant to light and other external influences, thus maintaining their brightness for a long time, since very thin materials
are slightly more transparent when wet (especially lighter shades). It can also order inlays (BH clips) as your request. Also available: The Asics Hydro CD swimsuit already has two layers on the target. For the chest area, there are matching inlays from existing manufacturers (not included), which makes the swimsuit
absolutely opaque. Product Information: New with label and in original packaging Traditional Japanese Imports We have some colors and sizes in stock - this selection can be found here, information about pre-order: please contact us in advance if you want to place an order in advance (of goods not in stock), then we
check availability and provide an estimated delivery date. ALS85T Color Selection: Color: 01 White, Lemon L04, Pink B19, 23 Red, 42 Blue, 50 Navy, 90 Black Design Update (from 2017): In 2017, logo design has been updated. Now the suit has only logos (Asics A) on the upper right chest - no Asics logo.
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